This paper presents a uniform description, without metathesis, of all possible cases of compensatory lengthening in Old English and to some extent in Middle English, both local and nonlocal -with emphasis on the latterwhether the following nonadjacent segment is a consonant or a vowel.
Introduction
Various types of compensatory lengthening have been analyzed extensively both linearly (de Chene and Anderson 1979) and nonlinearly, the latter within the metrical framework (Ingria 1980) . De Chene and Anderson claim that for a consonant to be involved in compensatory lengthening it has to be always immediately adjacent to the vowel to be lengthened, as in Lat. comis 'courteous' from cosmis, and that while compensated loss occurs in syllable final position, uncompensated loss occurs intervocalically or adjacent to word boundary (de Chene 1987: 14) . Therefore, they decline to comment on the cases of nonlocal (i.e. nonadjacent) compensatory lengthening in Slavic (1), in which the lengthening of the preceding (stressed) vowel is caused, not locally by the deletion of the following adjacent consonant but nonlocally by the deletion of a nonadjacent vowel (1979 fn. 1).*
(1) mostu 'bridge' -> moist (Serbo-Croatian) bogu 'god', bobu 'bean' (OCS) -> bo:g, bo:b (pre-Serbo Croatian) eR3 (PIE) -> e:R (Balto-Slavic)
An analysis with the Empty Node Convention via metathesis
On the other hand, Ingria (1980) attempts to account for the nonlocal compensatory lengthening of the type (I) 2 for the Greek (2) via metathesis, following Kiparsky (1967) , as shown in the analysis (4), where compensatory lengthening of the preceding stressed vowel is caused by the loss of the following nonadjacent consonant, with the stipulation that a consonant involved in compensated loss, both local and nonlocal, be always in the coda position by the Empty Node Convention (3). (2) ekrinsa 'judge' -» ekriina ksenwos 'stranger' -> kse:nos wiswos 'equal' -*· wi:sos kalwos 'beautiful' -> ka:los bolsa 'council' -» bo:la (cf. esmi Ί am' -» e:mi) (3) Empty Node Convention (ENC) Empty w nodes which are part of a syllabic coda are to be associated with the terminal element dominated by the immediately preceding syllable nucleus. All other empty nodes are pruned.
Also in Middle English (27) below. On the other hand, Sezer (1986) analyzes uncompensated loss in (b) below as segmental, not skeletal (p. 247), since no reassociation/lengthening occurs as only rhyme elements as in (a) serve as the hosts of compensatory lengthening, not onset elements as in (b), in which the imassociated empty C in the onset position is shown floating. A metrical analysis of both local (5 -6) and nonlocal (7) compensatory lengthening has been presented in the similar vein for Old English in Kim (1983 C It is to be noted that this pruning rule is a segmental, not a CV-or X-skeletal rule (see also (25 b) below). The derivation of the form thus involves two stages: (a) Breaking (= "diphthongization") and (b) the deletion of a hiatal suffix vowel. However, it is to be noted from the analysis (5b) that if ENC (3) were enforced, it would necessitate unwarranted ^syllabification of the onset h of the second syllable of seo-han into the coda position, as in seoh-an, violating the universal CV onset rule.
1.
The purpose of the paper The purpose of this paper then is, first, reexamine for Old English the claim (3) since it would lead to positing not only an unattested intermediate stage by metathesis for (2) and (7) but also unwarranted resyllabification in violation of the universal CV onset rule, and then reanalyze nonlinearly both the local compensatory lengthening of type (5) without unwarranted ^syllabification and the nonlocal compensatory lengthening of type (2) and (7), involving the loss of a nonadjacent consonant, without unwarranted metathesis, and finally extend the analysis to Middle English for Open Syllable Lengthening. metrical framework (see the metrical-cum CV representation of compensatory lengthening in (8) 
Criticisms of the analysis with metathesis
The claim that compensated loss, both local and nonlocal, has to occur in the coda position adjacent to the vowel to be lengthened has to be reexamined since it would necessitate unwarranted ^syllabification in violation of the principle of structure preservation in the case of local compensated loss of the type (5 a) as well as an unwarranted intermediate stage by metathesis in the case of nonlocal compensated loss of the type (2) Now the ENC (3), proposed to account for both local and nonlocal compensatory lengthening, involves essential reference to syllable structure, which states that only a w-segment in the coda can be deleted -hence 'the empty node' -for compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, and all other empty nodes, for example, (an s-segment in the coda as well as) a vv-segment in the onset, are to be simply pruned without compensatory lengthening since what is relevant to quantitative change in a syllable is the rhyme, not the onset.
2.1
The problems with ENC
2J.I The problem with ^syllabification
Now the trouble with the ENC (3), which is said to be 'universal', is that it calls for unwarranted ^syllabification (8 c) in the course of derivation, in violation of the the universal CV onset rule, as pointed out above. Note that while (8b) is well-formed since it observes the CV rule, (8c) is not since it violates the CV rule. If we assume with Levin (1985 and also see Rubach 1990: 91) that the CV rule automatically resyllabifies the coda into the onset of the newly created syllable, as in (VC)<r (V)<r -> (ν) σ (CV)<r, then the question arises as to the legitimacy of ^syllabification of (wa)<r (ter)«7 -> (wat) (T (er)* to account for flapping in English: ws-ter (underlying) -> wat-ar (resyllabification) -» war-far (laxing and flapping) (Selkirk 1982: 366; Borowsky 1988: 269) . This analysis implies that the optimal syllable structure, CV, is to hold throughout the derivation only during the lexical phonology by the principle of structure preservation in both initial syllabification and resyllabification, to be dropped only during the post-lexical phonology, since flapping is postlexical.
It is true that while lexical rules always preserve the canonical morpheme structure of a language, postlexical rules may not, as in [ftografi] from [fotografi] 'photography', giving rise to a prohibited consonantal sequence disallowed at the underlying level in English, or as in [mafta] « [mafuta] Oil'), violating canonical syllable structure in fast speech in Luganda with the first syllable closed, which is a language which requires all canonical syllables to be open. Nevertheless, these postlexical outputs all obey the CV rule in syllabification, as in French liaison (les amis ->· [b zami]), which shows that, unlike other rules, the CV rule should be maintained throughout in syllabification and in resyllabification, even in the postlexical component. Hence, the resyllabified syllable structure (wsf-sr) is phonetically impossible since it violates the CV rule.
Therefore, resyllabification, I believe, is to be carried out only to the extent that it is covered by the CV rule in both the lexical 4 and postlexical components, since the CV rule is universal and obligatory even though the onset and coda rules are language specific. For example, frag + lieh /fra:k 9/ in German is to be syllabified as [fra:g]<r [1Ϊ9] σ with final de voicing of g syllable finally, not *[fra:]<y [gli9]a, even though gl-is a possible onset in German (see Rubach 1990: 89) . Likewise for the English word metro, no single syllabification is said to be preferred for the medial cluster by the sonority principle since languages differ in their syllabification of such clusters; therefore, the word can be syllabified either as (9 a) and (9 b) but never as (9c): (9) a. me-tro b. met-ro *c. metr-o English and classical Greek and Latin have (9 a), while Finnish and Sanskrit have (9b) (Kiparsky 1979: 436) . The correctness of the structure (9 a even at the levels where the principle of structure preservation is not said to hold -viz. at the word boundary (#) level II and in the postlexical component -except as in siqfting 'singing' -> si-rjmg (CV-CVC) by universal syllabification -> siq-ing (CVC-VC) by language-specific resyllabification, since velar nansal (rj) is not allowed in the syllable onset, due to the English onset constraint. However, Kaminashi (personal communication 1990) says that the CV rule is not constrained by resyllabification even in the cyclic (viz. lexical) component at the word level (viz. level II) since the word level II is immune to the principle of structure preservation and furthermore that the Middle English Open Syllable Lengthening rule is a word-level rule. For a different analysis without introducing the concept of ambisyllabicity and resyllabification, see Kiparsky 1979. In the case of (9 a), both the CV rule which produces open syllables and the principle of maximal onset cluster (i. e. the onset rule) have been applied, while in the case of (9b) the maximal onset cluster rule has not applied.
In this connection with the onset rule, let us examine the following data (11) from Middle Korean derived from the adjective stem talv-'different'.
(11) a. tab -fa -» tal + a ^" > b. tah + ko -> tab + ko ^f^^L Note that, even though the two words in (11) are derived from the same stem, yet in the Korean orthography the /, written Η , appears as the last segment (i.e. in the coda) of the first syllabic characater ^ in the derived word in (11 a) but as the first segment (i.e. in the onset) of the second syllabic character W in (lib). Consequently, Lee (1981) syllabifies (11 a The syllabification (12c) is said to be justified, i.e. does not violate the maximal onset principle, because of the syllabification constraint (14), which prohibits / and ζ from syllabifying with the following vowel across the vowel trace (0) (Lee 1981: 3) :
Granted that the Korean orthographical representations in (1 1 a) faithfully reflect their syllabic counterparts in the Middle Korean spelling system, Lee's account then can be restated as in (15), with an unassociated empty C slot serving as a place holder in its CV-tier. e r o Therefore, syllable structure is to be erected on (X-or CV-) skeletal slots, not directly on melody segments.
2.2
The problem with metathesis
The next problem has to do with metathesis. In Old English, the metathesis of the liquid -h sequence postulated for (7 b) is simply not attested since in Old English only r, not /, is involved in metathesis in the written records, as shown in (17), where original forms coexist with their r-metathesized alternants. Moreover, r changes places only with its adjacent vowel, never with a consonant, as shown in (17), where V stands for vowel and C for consonant, of which the most frequent type is (17Aa), and the type (17 Ab) is much less frequent, and the type (17 Ac) is much rarer, being practically limited before -ht (see Campbell §459), and furthermore, metathesis operates only intrasyllabically (17Ba), not intersyllabically (17Bb). (17) A. a. (C)rV -» (C)Vr: raenan 'to run', braenan 'to burn' -> aernan, baernan graes 'grass', brestan 'to burst', frost 'frost', hros 'horse' -> gaers, berstan, forst, hors b. CrV -> CVr: brid 'bird', orida, 'third' -> bird, oirda c. CVr -» CrV: worhte 'he worked', forht 'afraid' -> wrohte, froht B. brae-nan -* a. baer-nan b.* baen-ran Therefore, (7aii), for example, cannot be analyzed along the lines proposed by Ingria in (7bii) -for three reasons: (a) the consonant involved in metathesis is /, not r, (b) the consonant metathesized with its adjacent consonant, not vowel, and (c) metathesis occurs between syllables across syllable boundary (hol-hes -> hoh-les) (see 17Bb), not within a syllable.
For these reasons, an analysis involving an intermediate stage by metathesis is also rejected for the Old English data in the present paper, as it is for Middle English (see 3.1.2 below).
Analyses without metathesis
In the second part of this paper, various nonlinear analyses of nonlocal compensatory lengthening without metathesis will be presented, first for Greek and Old English and then for Middle English.
3.1
Skeletal and morale analyses
Greek and Old English
An alternative nonlocal analysis of compensatory lengthening in a straightforward fashion without metathesis by what Hayes calls a "double flop mechanism" (i.e. delinking and reassociation) has been proposed for Greek by Steriade (1982: 126ff.) (18-21) and Wetzels (22), which is explained as arising from an empty C slot in the rime being associated with the segment in the nucleus position (20) The Old English data (7b) can be similarly reanalyzed -without recourse to metathesis -to be triggered by the intersonorant A-pruning (se. fn. 3) (25 b), followed by segmental (not skeletal) resyllabification for optimal syllable structure (25 c), and association (25 d The merit of the analysis by the double-flop mechanism, when compared with the analysis (8), is that non-optimal resyllabification in (8c) is to be no longer called for within the present framework, even for local compensatory lengthening (5 a), as shown reanalyzed in (26).
(26) s e h a n 1 I II I XXXXX V ^l/ σ σ s e o a n
-> a n (fr I 1 XXX NX σ s e o n Μ Ι Ι XXXX \£σ (resyllabification and output)
One minor difference, if to be pointed out, between the skeletal cum metrical analysis (8) and the straight skeletal (26) (and moraic) analysis is that the fine details of a phonetically long but functionally short diphthong as exhibited in the stages (8 e -g) (see fn. 3) cannot be captured in the latter.
All of these analyses of nonlocal compensatory lengthening are characterized by the deletion of a segment, accompanied by the lengthening of another segment, without change in the quantitative integrity of the syllabale, i.e. in the skeletal (or moraic) tier.
Middle English
Now let's extend the analysis to Middle English for Open Syllable Lengthening (MEOSL) (27), which lengthens the stressed penultimate vowels in open syllables in dissyllabic words when a word-final schwa is dropped, as in (27).
(27) nama 'name' -» na:m tab 'tale' -» ta:l
The nonlocal compensatory lengthening by vowel loss of this type VCV -» VC0 (27) (see Minkova 1982 ) is also attested in many other languages (Hock 1986) , including Italian (Repetti 1989) and Korean, 6 and the hypothesis for the link between OSL and apocope is said to go back to Streitberg (1894) and Wrede (1895), with its traces found in West Germanic and Scandinavian languages (Liberman 1992: 68).
Korean ko:m 'bear' (cf. Japanese kuma\ sd:m 'island' (cf. Japanese sima).
The nature of the nonlocal compensatory lengthening of MEOSL, however, cannot be accounted for by metathesis, just as in Old English, because its resulting output would be ill-formed: namz -> *nasm. Therefore, MEOSL will be analyzed similarly without recourse to metathesis. On the other hand, since a nonlinear uniplanary. skeletal analysis (28) cannot account for the nonlocal compensatory lengthening of MEOSL (27) on account of line crossing, (28) CVCV I I I J n ama * CVCV i U'" n am MEOSL will be analyzed biplanarily within the X-skeletal and moraic frameworks, followed by an analysis with skeletal segregation.
X-skeletal and moraic analyses
One way of accounting for all cases of nonlocal compensatory lengthening including MEOSL is by a mechanism of double flop for the resulting empty position to spread unto the stressed penultimate vowel, as shown in the X-theory (29) and also in the moraic theory (30) (see Hayes 1989) . Since, by convention, any stray segments, positions (29 b, c) or moras (30 c) are to be eliminated unless they get reassociated to syllables, stray elements therefore have to be properly linked.
Similarly in Friulian, an Italian dialect, a stranded mora is rescued by reassociation with compensatory lengthening (31) but eliminated since compensatory lengthening is not feasible (32) (see Repetti 1989) . The moraic model is able to show that in Friulian long vowels do not occur in originally heavy syllables (see (31)).
An analysis with skeletal segregation
An alternative analysis for nonlocal compensatory lengthening in Middle English would be a biplanar analysis with CV-skeletal segregation (33), not segmental segregation (34), at least for Middle English, since the latter would produce an ill-formed output *nasm.
(33) skelatal segregation
